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SHOULD SMALL BUSINESS INVESTMENTS
BE PERMITTED IN A TFSA?
By Youri Chassin

Created in 2009, Tax-Free Savings Accounts
(TFSAs) provide a flexible savings option. Unlike
Registered Retirement Savings Plans (RRSPs),
contributions to a TFSA are not deductible for
income tax purposes, but withdrawals are taxfree, including for investment income earned in
the account. TFSAs can therefore be used to
save money in anticipation of a major purchase
or a trip, or in case of unforeseen events, in
addition to investing money for retirement, and
withdrawn at one’s discretion with no penalty.
Tax-Free Savings Accounts are used by nearly
12 million Canadians as savings vehicles, including 1.8 million who attain the maximum contribution limit. These accounts contain $151.6 billion, or an average of nearly $13,000 per contributor.1 People with modest or average incomes
seem particularly inclined to use a TFSA as a
savings vehicle.2
AN ADVANTAGE FOR BIG BUSINESSES
The flexibility that is characteristic of TFSAs does
not extend to the kinds of investments that are
permitted, however. These are the same ones
as for RRSPs: basically, mutual funds, shares listed on a stock exchange, bonds, and guaranteed investment certificates.3
The Income Tax Act in its current form makes
practically no provision for investing in start-ups
and companies in development using TFSAs or
RRSPs.4 Small businesses, rarely listed on stock
exchanges, are thus at a disadvantage. For example, an investor cannot finance the business
of a friend or loved one through a TFSA, which
means that any earnings would be taxable. The
savings of Canadians thus in fact finance big
businesses listed on stock exchanges.
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Yet small businesses with fewer than 100 employees account for a significant share of economic activity. Despite
their small size, they are so numerous—over 1.1 million
in Canada, or 98% of existing businesses—that they account for 70% of all jobs in the private sector.5
Access to funding is one of the main hurdles facing small
businesses. They have more difficulty than larger businesses when it comes to obtaining funds from financial
institutions, and they pay higher interest rates on the
loans they do get.6 Furthermore, 84.3% of the heads of
start-up enterprises rely on personal financing, namely
their own funds or personal loans, but relatively few of
them (17.3%) receive financing from friends or relatives.
Ironically, they are more likely to obtain credit from their
suppliers (19.1%) than from their loved ones (see
Figure 1).
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A SIMPLE CHANGE TO INCOME TAX RULES
Modifying the rules that govern TFSAs by allowing Canadians to invest in small businesses
instead of restricting them to large ones would
not only expand their savings options, but also
improve the access that small businesses have
to private funding. This solution would stimulate
the start-up and growth of businesses financed
by the savings of loved ones, of a community,
or of small investors using their TFSAs for this
purpose.

additional costs. This change would affect only the list of
qualified investments without modifying contribution
limits. It is also highly unlikely that this minor modification would entail any appreciable rise in the level of TFSA
savings.

This type of investment through a TFSA could
easily be permitted by modifying article 204 of
the Income Tax Act, “qualified investment,” in
order to include shares of small businesses.7
This modification of qualified investments for
TFSAs poses no particular challenge. Such investments would enjoy the same regulatory
protections as in the case of an ordinary investment not made through a TFSA.

In 1979, the Quebec government had set up another
savings vehicle, the Stock Savings Plan, which led to the
creation of several of today’s large Quebec businesses.12
Similarly, opening up TFSAs to investments in small businesses not listed on a stock exchange could constitute a
minor revolution in the development of a culture of savings in support of entrepreneurship.

The measure of the fair market value of the
assets for tax purposes is not a problem either,
since the purchase and sale prices of a small
business share has no fiscal impact for a TFSA,
whose returns are tax-free.8 It is therefore not
necessary to precisely measure the fair market
value of shares for purposes of tax compliance.
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In exceptional cases in which this kind of calculation is necessary, it would be possible to follow the same guidelines applied for a family
business transfer.9 In this case as in the case of
small businesses, the market value of the company is not determined by financial transactions
on the stock market, but this in no way prevents
equity investments. The rules established in
situations in which companies are transferred to
a member of the next generation could serve as
a default method.10
Finally, for governments, the admissibility of
small business investments would entail no

On the other hand, many investors could then benefit
from this provision to finance promising projects. If the
results were compelling in the case of TFSAs, then qualified investments for RRSPs could also be similarly
modified.11
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